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The challenge which confronts the Church in our day
and is expressed so concretely in To Teach As Jesus Did by the
American bishops is that of proclamation of the Gospel to a
world poised "between unprecedented fulfillment and equally
unprecedented calamity."l The Church searches to discover the
means to proclaim the Good News of Jesus to all Christians and
enable them to translate their belief in the ~ospel into the
actions of their everyday lives. The success of the church's
efforts can be measured only to the extent that
it enables men to hear the message of hope contained in
,the Gospel, to base their love and service of. God upon
this message, to achieve a vital personal relationship
with Christ, and to share the Gospel's realistic view of
the human condition which recognizes the fact of evil and
personal sin while affirming hope. 2
To fulfill her educational mission the Church strives
to integrate three essential elements: (1) the Gospel proclaimed
to al,l Christians as a life source for a faith which is con-
scious, active and growing; (2) fellowship which springs from
INational Conference of Catholic Bisho~)s, To Teach As
Jesus Did (Washington, D.C.: US Catholic Conference, November,
1972J,P-:- 3.
2It... ~d 4 5~,pp. -.
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our conviction that the central message of Jesus' teaching is
universal brotherhood; and (3) service which naturally flows
from the deepening awareness of Gospel values and experience of
fell~wship. That the Church recognizes more and more that her
educational mission must be directed to adults as well as chil-
dren in classrooms is undisputed. More than ever before Catholic
religious educators are convinced that religious understanding
is a lifelong process and that special programs must be offered
throughout adult life if adult Christians are to realize the
potential which is theirs. The Bishops' Pastoral emphasizes
the importance of adult education and recommends that programs
recognize:
not only the particular needs of ~dults, but also their
maturity and experience ••• do not simply instruct adults,
but also learn from them; they will only be heard by adults
if they (teachers) listen to them. For this reason adult
programs must be planned and conducted in ways that emphasize
self-direction, dialogue and mutual responsibility.3
Statement of' the Problem
, ..11,._
The purpose of this study is to determine the effectiveness
of a program for adult retarded men to whom the Gospel has been
systematically preached in a residential setting .where fellowship
and service are dramatically e~ident day in and day out. The
conviction of the experimenter is that ~hese men have had a
unique life-experience, that although they are limit~d in the
maturity necessary for marriage, rearing of children and the
complex functioning of life in the bu iness world, they have
experienced the Good News of Jesus. The life they have shared
in the residential setting with dedicated sisters a the d.aily
- 3 -
Eucharistic celebration have prepared. them for a Christian
ministry. That the lived experience is essential basis for
. fellowship and service cannot be questioned. The aim of the
study was to deepen the awareness of these men so that the Gospel
so familiar to them could be a conscious source of celebration
and power to them in their life of fellowship and service with
and to one another.
Justification of the Study
Since the Church has so forcefully stated her three-fold
educational mission in To Teach As Jesus Did, the question of
the manner of proclamation of the Gospel Word, fellowship and
service to the adult retarded population has been explored by
those concerned with the continued growth and development of
faith among retarded people. The investigator observed the lives
of those adults who have grown up as Christians within the resi-
dential ho~e setting and undertook to determine if further con-
centrated emphasis on Gospel instruction could lead them to a
deeper consciousness of fellowship and service to one another.
Aware that the thrust is to place long-term residents
of state institutions into smaller community-based group homes,
the writer hoped to provide a model for small-group Gospel study
which would lead to the retarded adult's becoming an active,
contributing member of the parish in which he lives. The Gospel
Initiation could provide a very necessary preparation for the




Limitations of the Study
The primary limitation of the study was on of time.
The sessions were scheduled three times a week over a period of
five weeks. The lessons were designed to prepare in two sessions
for the Sunday Mass and recap in one session. In a group-home
setting this many meetings would be more difficult to arrange
due to work schedules and scattered work stations. As it was,
the time available was the only half hour of free time these
men had during their full day of farm or maintenance work. From
the group of fourteen men in the experimental group two were
absent more than three times due to tasks which made it impossible
for them to come. Twelve men attended regularly.
The study was further limited by the fact that these men,
due to their long stay within the Catholic residential home and
the careful instruction in the' Catholic religion given them
throughout their lives, brought to the study a faith-life and
Gospel values not found among many adults in the mainstream of
society, let alone in other institutions for mentally retarded
adults.
Since these men shared their'lives so intimately, it was
not possible to prevent the possibility of contamination of the
comparison group by the experimental group members. It is quite
conceivable that these latter men discussed their sessions with
comparison group members, thus inadvertently preparing them for
the post-test.
Finally, the personal expectancy of the investigator may
be considered a limitation to the study. As was stated above,
the i~vestigator came to the study with ~he conviction that this
- 5 -
group of mentally retarded men were already living a Gospel
ministry. They lived in the same household, shared the same
prayer, worked at the same tasks and were provided good mode'
for Christian living. Consequently, the investigator conducted
the study with high expectations and rapport and affirmation
were natural to her in her sessions with the men.
Definition, of Terms
Educable Mentally Retarded:
A term used to refer to mentally retarded persons whose
disabilities are such that they are incapable of meaningful
achievement in traditional academic subjects such as reading
and arithmetic. Also used to refer to those mentallv
retarded children who may be expected to maintain themselves
independently in the community as adults or to that group
of mentally retarded obtaining IQ scores between 50 and 70,
75-80. 4
Religious Education:
Religious Education i~ the announcing, the proclaiming and
the revelation ~f God's Word. It is a theological discipline."
It is a part of past~ral theology and is allied to the study
of preaching and the study of liturgical celebration. In
fact, religious education is no less than the faithful trans-
mission of the Gospel to the little one~, to adolescents,
to the simple, to sophisticated adults.~
Gospel Initiation:
Term given a preliminary meeting with God's Word in prepar-
ation for the Sunday Mass: "On Sunday the priest will
announce the same Gospel, and again we shall meet Christ,
and now this meeting, for Which we were 'initiated' will be
confirmed and sealed in the eucharistic worship."6
Catechesis:
tlincludes the kerygma, preparation "for th'e sacraments as
well as more advanced instructions to nourish and sustain
4Rick Heber, ed., A Manual ~ Terminology and Classifi-
cat ion in Menta 1 Reta rda tion, ( Vvill iama ntic, Connecticut: AAND,
1961) p-.96.
5Gabriel Moran, Theology of Revelation (New York:
Herder and Herder, 1966) p. 2.
6Mother Chabenel, IBVM, GosRel Initiations Glen Hock, NJ:
Paulist, 1963) p. 19.
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a living faith in the community and its individual members.H7
Catechist:
"One V'lIdO st;1nds between (Jod's. message' and rnan, as a p.rophetic
mediator between the two. The p~ogram is three-fold: to
inform, to form and to initiate. It is initiation that makes
catechesis a religious event, fer by it tl"l tlJd'lt is led
to experience God and make the act of faith surrc!"1der."S
SUITlInary
fellowship and service. The urgency expressed by To Teach i\S
Jesus Did challenges the special religious edu'cator to find
appropriate methods and materials for initiation of the adult
retarded person into a Gospel-ministry. This study is based on
the hypothesis that retarded. adults can be led through a con-
centrated Gospel study to reflect on their life experience and
involve themselves in a living out of the Gospel values of for-
giveness, service and communiono
7Bera l'd Marthaler,:Catechetics :i.n Context (Huntington,
Indiana: Our Sunday Visitor-;-Irlc;':-l973JP. 35.
8Alfred McBr e, Catechetics: The010QY ofProclarr:ation
(Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing' Company, 196b p. L
'CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The pastoral message of the American bishops,
To Teach As Jesus Did, emphasizes the forming of persons-in-
community and states that the educational mission of the Church
is an "integrated ministry embracing three interlocking
dimensions: the message revealed by God (didache) which the
Church proclaims; fellowship in the life of the Holy Spirit
(koinoia); and service to the Christian community and the
entire human community (dlakonia)."l Earlier, in the General
Catechetical Directory, the catechumenate for adults was said
to include the three elements of catechesis, liturgical partici-
pation and community living. 2 The General Directory strongly
affirms the need of catechesis for adults because of the
responsibilities of adult life which demand that they "complete
.
their Christian formation acoording to the norm of the word of
God in a special and suitable way,,,3 but also for the reason
that the adult "ordinarily becomes more capable of having
INational Conference of Cathone Bishops, To Teach As
Jesus Did, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Cathiic Conference, 1972)
art. 14.
2Sacred Congregation for the Clergy, General Cateche-
tical Directory, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Catholic Conference,
1971) art. ~30.





fellowship with others and of establishing relationships with
them.,,4 The catechesis will "help adults to live Christian
charity ';co the full. ,,5
The emphasis given adult religion education by the
bishops in recent documents is .vvelcomed by educators WhO~"'i
recognize the need for continuing education for adults if their
faith is to be "conscious ,- living and active." Sister Mary
Charles Bryce traces the statements of our bishops through the
past one hundred years and states:
It was only in the late sixties that the hierarchy gave
explicit attention to adult religious education e Earlier
allusions to it were embedded in passages on preaching,
reading the Scriptures and advice on coping with critical
national or social ills o For example, the 1931 letter,
Economic Crisis, closed with this admonition: Catholic
organizations should 'study the social teaching of the
Church so as to prepare Catholics to take their full part
. in this great t.ask of" our time.'
Twice in 1966 the bishops pointed up the need for adult
education. In Penitential Observance they recommended
'spiritual studies beginning with the Scriptures •.• '
and in Race ,Relations and Poverty acknowledged that,
'adult education is also a great necessity.'6
The integration of the three elements of message, fellowship
That the "things which are to be done" happen within
4Ibid, art. 93 5Ibid art. 93--'
6!vi~ry Charles Bryce, "Religious Education in the Pastoral
Letters and ~'Jational"Meetings of the lJ.3. Hierarchy," I... iving
Light, Summer, 1973, p. 254.
7Ibid, p. 254.
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the community is indisputable and affirmed consistently in
religion education material for adults. Lawrence Losoncy, in
a recent article, maintains that the pr~sence of human communityl
is an absolute requisite for growth of faith:
One assumption which underlies To Teach As Jesus Did is
that human community is an absolute prerequisite for faith
community. Another assumption is that we cannot make
people believers nor can we force God to make people
believers. Faith is a free gift freely chose~. But faith
is next to impossible'where human community is lacking.
Vve cannot, therefore, engineer faith or faith comn1un·ity.
We can, however, remove obstacles to faith and create
favorable conditions for the nurturing of faith among
those who believe ••• This means fellowship and service, for
human community is characterized by interdependence (we .
'help and need one another), a no-secrecy standard (openness)
and shared destiny (tell me where your friends and neighbors
are going and I'll tell you where you are going).8
In the same article Losoncy claims:
When we get serious about human community, we will find our
programs to be simple. Just start on the premise that
people need love more than words ••• Faith grows where people
matter. 9
This community-fellowship which is given life and actualized by
the Word, Jesus, present among us is a reality .to be lived and
can not' always be achieved, in the opinion of Sister Mary Charles
Bryce, "by lectures, discussions and other cognitively oriented
activities. To build community in the school or parish, he (the
catechist) must use the liturgy (common preparation and careful
execution r ' of it). ,,10
8Lawrence Losoncy, "Community: Another Word for People",
Catechist, September, 1973, p. 24.
9 Ib id, p. 37.




The document, To Teach As Jesus Did, emphasizes for
the catechist the importance of catechesis for the adult
within the context of his commu~ity:
From a Christian perspective, integral personal growth,
growth in grace and the spiritual life, is not possible
without integral social life,. To understand this is a
form of learning; to foster such understanding is'a
crucial task of education. (art. 24)
••• traditional programs (in the bare essentials of religious
instruction) must be enriched with a variety of informal
experiences to help pupils discover the meaning of Chris-
tian community life and its potential for service to
others. (art. 96) . .
••• the teaching of authentic doctrine supports and is
supported by the building of community, and teaching and
fellowship in turn supports and are supported by Christian
service through sharing spiritual and temporal goods with
those in need. (art. 32)11
The task, then, of catechesis is the transmission of
God's message--the Gospel of Jesus--to men for the purpose of
evoking commitment and faith in the one to whom we give the
message o The caution to catechists must be that he be really
sure that it is God's message which is proclaimed and that the
commitment be made to the Person of Jesus himself. Alfred
McBride, in Catechetics: A Theology of Proclamation, defines
the catechist as the one who
stands between God's message and ·man, as a prophetic
mediator between the two. The program is three-fold:
to inform, form, and to initiate. It is initiation that
makes catechesis a religious event, for by it the student,
is led to exp~rience God and make the act of faith
surrender •.•• 1
This initiation is·the process, as distinct from instruc-
tion and information, whereby man is enabled to enter into
lITo Teach, op. cit., art. 24, art. 96, art. 32.
12Alfred McBride, Catechetics: Theology of P~-:'ocJ.,: .~t!ation
(Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Company, 1966), p. 1: -
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communion with his fellows and with God. Th~ authors of SPRED
see this initiation focus as one which has evolved historically
fl'om, "the primacy of instruction (wherein the goal is true),
and from the importance of formation (wherein the goal is good)
to a more primary goal from which truth and value follow, namely,
initiation.,,13 They believe that this initiation is meant to
establish a life of communion with God's presence which will
lead the adul t retarded person. to a recognition of truth as
personally meaningful and the good as personally valuable.
Gospel Initiation
What is Gospel Initiation? The term was first used
following the Vatican Council ~y Mother Chabanel, IBVM, who
asserted that preparation for the meeting with Christ in the
Gospel and in the Sacrament of Eucharist was essential if God's
work in the Gospel was to be lasting, powerful t and transforming
in men's lives. She defined Gospel Initiation as:
a way of meeting Christ in the Gospel in preparation for
the celebration of God's Word and Sacrament at Sunday Mass.
We listen to the Word of God speaking to us in the Gospel;
we come close to him, and hence we grow in grace. In
speaking to us God not only communicates to us his truth,
he touches our heart with his power, mercifully trans-
forming them. We let ourselves be impressed by his message.
Being able to listen to God at all, to understand his Word
to us, is only possible because God's Spirit lives in us •
. We listen in Him. In him we begin now our response. It is
this preliminary meeting with God's Word that is called the
Gospel 1nitiation. 14 .
The hoped-for outcome of this initiation is a response to the
13Mary Therese Harrington, ed., Spred Charter Supplement
No.2 (Chicago: Spred Publications, 1971), p. 11-2.
14Mother Chabanel, Gospel Initiations (Glen Rock, New
Jersey: Paulist Press, 1963), p. 19.
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Gospel Word. God says of, his Vvord, "it shall not returr1 to me
-empty~ but shall do whatsoever I please." The listener responds
bee. use the Word gives him power to do so. When God speaks he
acts. Hearing the Word in faith makes him a doer because God
accomplishes in him what the Word sayso Especially is this
true, Mother Chabenel asserts, when the Initiation. is done
within a group because the listeners share the Word and try to
live It mutually supporting one another. This mutual support,
communion, is celebrated most fully in Eucharist which Gregory
Baum describes as the locus where Work and Sacrament are most
p~werfully combined. He says,in the introduction to Gospel
Initiations:
The gifts of Word and Sacrament together, combined with the
element of offering, are present most powerfully in the
central act of the Church's liturgy, which is her eucharis-
tic celebration~ There God comes to us in the Word, sealed
and confirmed by the Sacrament of Christ's body and blood,
and there he enables us to i~plicate ourselves in, and make
our own, the one and perfect sacrifice of the New Law•••
There is perfect unity between Word and Sacrament. In
every celebration they go together, and this has been so
from the very beginning ••• Word and Sacrament are one
because together they have been chosen to render Christ
present in the community.15
This readiness, or initiation, in the Word has as- its goal a
participation in Eucharist and a very real personal ministry
one-to-the-other which extends beyond the Sunday liturgy:
The Liturgy is indeed one of the most powerful and
appropriate educative instruments at the disposal of the
Church.~oThe members of a parish grow in fellowship by
coming together to worship God and by making a shared res-
ponse of faith on occassions of joy and stress. Creating
readiness for growth in community thnough worship and
through the events of daily life is an integral part of
Catholic education. 16 -
15Gregory Baurn, "Word and Sa crar'1ent In the Church",
Cospel Initiations, oR. cit., p~ 17, 19.
1:00-------------------------............- __.-.<-
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If then, as the literature indicates, a primary goal
of religious education for adults is this life of Word and
Sacrament which leads to commitment to Jesus and the Gospel
values He lived, we questi, how fully the retarded adult can
live-out his ministry. Th )nS~Ier given by the SPRED staff is
positive:
The retarded person who is capable of.a rel~tionship is
capable of faith in a life shared with a believing
community of Christians. Many rightly think that if'faith
is the same as knowing about God in an abstract manner,
the retarded may be hopelessly uneducable. This opinion
is, true. But if faith is relating to the Lord at work in
life, then the retarded person may be very apt for growth
and education in faith. This applies to the adult retar-
date as well as to the child and adolescent. l ?







was to be a perpetual child, a "holy innocent", special reli-
gious educators are convihced. that the retarded person.does grow
in his abi~ity to choose and act-out his choices. He is not
locked forever within, but is surprisingly more disposed to the
world of communion because the world of discussion (ideas,
theories, etc.) is closed to him. 18 The authors of SPRED ques-
tion what values are most important for the retarded adult:
He might not develop into a physically beautifully, hard
working , socially skilled adul t.. The test for everyone
concerned is, what really matters? What are ultimate
values? What does the future hold for any person? What
is the true promise of life? Where is ultimate growth?
Is anyone called to unlimited growth? Is anyone free to
languish? •• As the strangest of paradoxes, the retarded
person may be most apt to welcome the kingdoffir\of God,
the true future of all men. His sufferings, his frus-
trations, his efforts and struggles on his own level are
I7SPRED Charter, op.cit., p. I-I.




Specific problems arise with regard to religi ~s iucation for
,r r 'cma 1 ddul ts •
"The Lord Brougrtt. Forth His
Spred Publications, April, 1971),
an :me to know wh he is:
CC iiuni t'·t tad ep 5 ens (~ of belong in]. ~Vithin thisbelievi
VJi trL;~n,)elie\/ in _' .. omnh.Aii ty which is flourished by the Word
of God, le young adult discovers ~ha~ he is chosen to belong
to t>e fo ily of God, the Kingdom of God. He feels that he
is gifted. He is in harmony with the mystery of life within
himself and all around him in other people and in the universe. 20
his preparation. He has been called to life, to growth, but
on a level that is not 'so obvious to those around him ••• 19
Religious education of the adult retarded person faces
several problems which stem directly from the prejudice
the retarded live with all the time. The first comes
from the parent or guardian of the person who takes the
attitude 'He can't learn anything anyway,' or 'He's too
old now,' or maybe even, 'He made his first Communion
already.' In all of these cases ••• the basic underlying
fact is that faith is looked on as a set of facts to be
learned or answers to be memorized ••• 21
believin~) c, nunit·· h
21S·· t M 1\:. , h1S er lary .. ·~eJ...l.'-/eac ,
People vVith Joy", SPR;,~.~,~ (Chicago:
Vol. 6, No.4.
confronted with difficulties in programmin
That problems exist in continuing education "in the
Kingdom" for the re~arded·adult is inevitable since the Church is
The mystery of how the retarded person learns and to
what extent educators may justifiably challenge them to assume the
responsibilities of adult Christians is yet to be reseatched. But
special religious educators have conclusive evidence that the
retarded person has a sense of the sacred which is' intuitive and
affecti'\' raJ'~ler than cognitive and that he can be led within a
19Sister Mary Therese Harrington, "Nourished", SPRED
(Chicago: Spred Publications, February, 1971), Vol. 6, No.2.
20Suzanne S. Gallagher and Therese Harrington, liThe
Meaning of Life for Young Adults", SPRED (Chicago: Spred Publi-










Parallel with the problems of prejudice against the
retarded adult whose intellectual development' is so limited,
is that of understanding his life experience. Td juxtapose the
life experi'ence of a thirty-seven year old man against the
back-drop of a nine-year old mental age is the challenge which
confronts the catechist of special religion pr9gra~s for adults.
The catechist must help the retarded adult to interpret (under-
stand) the events of his daily life in the light of the Gospel:
Together a Christian level of awareness is sougrlt.
Ultimately the Spirit of Jesus, the Holy Spirit, wh-::;e
presence the Community experiences when gathered tOS:8ther,
in-spirits the members. The whole community hears the Wora
of God, not just with ears but with hearts. At this poi~t
the distinction between the so-called mentally retarded and
the so-called normal catechist has little meaning in the
group. The community of believers has experienced a new
level of awareness, in the light of the gospel, and this is
cause for rejoicing and peace. 22
So the isolation so' frequently a characteris 'c,ic of the
life of the retarded adult is broken.and he is able to see and
hear God's Word spoken to him. Within the community of' be-
lievers (adult and adult-child) he is able to see the human
experience of every day as worthwhile because they are given
life and power by the Word. The catechist of the retarded adult
is a friend within the larger community of believers who is
aware of significant events in his life. A friend who knovvs
how to take the event, help the retarded person unlock it,
reflect on it and celebrate in the light of the Gospel. 23
Contrary to belief formerly widely hel'd t religious education is
22Sister Suzanne Gallagher~ "To See", SPRED (Chicago:
Spred Publitations, November, 1971), Vol. 7, No.3.
23Sister Mary Therese Harrington Religious ,Educ.?:t)on For
the !Vientally Retarded (New York: Paculis Press" 1973), p. 15•.
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important for retarded adults as well as children. This is
.strongly asserted by Sister Mary Therese Harrington:
Retarded adults have a great deal to cope with in the
light of the Gospel. They could renlly appreciate the
help of a group of believers ••• Discussion groups or lec-
tures would not be the style for maximum nourishment but
reflection on life events in a symbolic manner in the
light of the Gospel would be very helpful ••• 24
That the retarded have a particular vocation from God
is asserted numerous. tirnes by Jean Vanier and the SPRED staff,
"No matter how handicapped he may seem to us, the retarded is
equipped to respond in a particular way to the God who reveals
Himself to him". 25 How to enable and celebrate this unique
"vocation" is the task of the community in which the retarded
person lives:
In a world which is continually becoming harder, where
men are obliged to work furiously to a~quire riches, where
kindness is not· respected and is drowned in a mounting tide
of efficiency, the mentally handicapped have an important
part to play, because they have time to look and think and
marvel and loye, they are a continual reminder of the value
of community.26
The ministry of the retarded adult is not measurable in terms.
of efficiency or usefulness to society but s Vanier asserts,
"The af-fectionate and delicate gesture of a so-calle;, t subnormal f
man has more value before God and for the world than great
human acts car:cied out with a desire for power and domination. 1I27
Vanier's experience in living with mentally retarded adult men
has taught him a ~ospel he fe~ls he could not have learned
24 Ibid, p. 19.
25Jean Mesny and Marguerite Marie Orban, Religious Educa-
tion of the Mentally Retarded (Chicago: Spred Publications, 1966),
p. 22. -
26Jean Vanier, EruRtion to HORe (New York: Paulist Press,
,1971 ), p. 43.
27Ibid 45-' p. •
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el s·e\tvheT"e:
More t,han t#his, I have discov I·ed eSUt in t>lem, ~ 5 lS
ra d ia t il~g 9oodn es s , Jesus th C' pu:"i:,',y, J E' 'free ~~
a ~1d humble, c; 'ld sornetimes ..,. s s rir~,~., n itl 0,' -'i • .,.:J -' ..
in the radia on of the we3k one ~ch s on another
mystery; a divine presence through simp~icity and love •••
a tender love, confident and faithful. 28
The important difference between the life of the normal
adult and the retarded adult is that the affective rather than
the cognitive level of understanding motivates the retarded
person. "Perhaps it is because they live more by the heart than
by reaso0 that they are able to receive the presence of Jesus
within them.,,29
Bogardus in Christian Education for Retarded Persons
extend.s the "knowing of Jesus" into specific objectives of
"living Jesus"; "Stories of Jesus· showing love to otllers--the
sick, lonely and troubled~~help them understand what love is.
At their level of ability to do so they may be helped to under-
stand that God expects them to help others and to live up to
the best they know.,,30 Her assertion is that through this
ministry of fellowship and service a very real fulfillment is
felt by the retarded person,
As ways are opened to the retarded person to .make worthy
contributions to his group, to find satisfaction and·
achievement and to have good relations with others, he is
helped to experience self-fulfillment ••• 31
The minister of the retarded person necessarily presup-
poses good models of ministry and guidance, "As is true for all
28 Lh" 4. ~. 4'·' '6': . ~9 P' 4' 8'~" ..~,¥~~, p. • • •
@t:lba.'9.Oh.na .... B. gee.·.·.tdl~.. s. ~_,. .. t.=h.r.:L.lo., ::..•.•5..... :.hJ,·..-..~ I.. -;..:.d.·.?.l.l'O,flt!.•. ·. tii3..h·. J ,l:...~Q£ ~ptsr.•. d~.;~.,.
(N~ !Hwa.l1 ~ i ~ Abingcl@~'l3e§:3, '-J.\iQvr;~""~.- -"~~, ~
31Ibid, p. 26
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of us, this is learned primarily through actual experiences
with others who live 'in the spirit of God' in their relationships.
Some learning is by imitation when 'the word becomes' lesh' for
them and they are furnished with an "example of good relation-
ships.,,32 The catechist then, must responsibly lead the retarded
persons to imitation of the positive examples close at hand and
help them to reflect and evaluate the "here and now relationships
which are most real to them.,,33
Bogardus points out that the tf'learning comes from within •••
new ideas, changed attitudes, better ways of behaving are not
applied externally. The teacher's responsibility is to provide
the envi.ronment for learning ••• ,,34 This modeling and setting
the scene will help the retarded adult to reach out dnd, "as he
reaches out helpfully to others, and as >-he receives from others,
he experiences the meaning of 'love one another,.,,35
Stubblefield gives concrete accounts of institutionalized
adults who participated in Sunday worship and later in counseling
sessions related the Bible ~eading and sermon to the problems
they were experiencing in their everyday lives:
The chaplain asked William what God wanted us to do when we
misbehaved. He said that God wants us to apologize ••• He
believed that if he were bad he would go down into torment
but that if he were good, if he would behave himself, he
would live forever in the life after death. At this point
the chaplain interpreted that God does want us to be good,
but he also knows we are only human and that we make mis-
takes. When we do wrong and are sorry, he forgive~ us.
William asked where this was found in the Bible ••• 6 .







I 32I bid p. 28.--'
35Tb·d 64.:!:....2:-, p. •
36Haro1d W. Stubblefield, The Cr·:.L:~,:~T~~ ~Ainistrv
Retardation (Nashville:' B'oa-rdman Pl"'2ss~--w~"I965r,-~". 124.
in Mental
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The aim of the ministry,' to the adul t retarded person
is to interpret his life experience in the light of the Gospel,
"In interpreting the life situation of the retarded, the chap-
lain is informed by his pastoral ministry. Thus the Christian
faith is presented as story, even as personalities, not as
abstract doctrine; The dynamic qualities contained in the
story, such as love, hope, faith, obedience and courage are r~­
lated to the life of the residents.,,37 The problem of relevance
of biblical study to daily life is one shared by normal and
mentally retarded adults but Goldmann affirms that a partial
solution is achieved if,
••• the material to be taught 'has been selected wisely at
the level of thinking and experience of the age group being
taught. Religious truth cannot be seen as relevant if it
deals with experience foreign to the person to whom it is
to be communicated. Personal experience and relevance must
go hand in hand·. 38
Vanier quotes from ~IGor.:l: 26-29 to remind his readers
that God sometimes chooses the weak to confound the strong,
"What is nothing so as to bring to nothing what is not in being ••• ,,39
and states that possibly the greatest suffering of the retarded
adult is to feel different and useless,
He needs friends who will help him to discover his own
personality and his place in society••• But most of all he
needs the Love of God which he may discover through them.
If, through faith and especially by experiencing the presence
of Divine Love in himself he can discover how much Jesus
really loves him, then I venture to say he is no longer
handicapped. It is a question of creating a truly human
community where they can find the necessary security in
37Ibid, p. 129.
38Ronald Goldmann, Religious Thinkj.n.9. from Childhood to
Adolcscenc'e (London: Routledge and Ke9an Paul, 1964), p. 244.






order to progress in every human and spiritual domain ••• 40
In focusing on the future of religion education for all adults,
normal and handicapped. the literature points to this same empha-
sis: community.
Th·e church's education in the future \Jvill be structlJred
1•• '~ (:atouIid," adults ••• It will be person-centered .... the church
will recover a sense of religious community and nurture
a Christian lifestyle among all its people ••• The church
will become the kind of learning community that encourages
individuals as they seek to live the Gospel life. Small
groups of Christians, mutually encouraging one another as
they seek to live the life of God in the world ••• 41
We will return to basics and recognize Christian adults as basic
learners,
••• the Church is a community of concern in which mature
Christians encourage each other, and through the strength~
given by God in its life ~nd sacraments, live the Gospel
in their everyday lives. 4
Summary
~.~·i tIm this chapter related literature wa s surveyed with
focus on the'challenge of religion education to adults with
specific emphasis on the need to bring the goal of catechesis
to realization. The impact of Gospel init,iation on "the life
of the retarded adult Christian and the ministry possible for
him was studied within the larger scope of adult religious
education.
40V · -t hOanJ.er,' 0p.C1 ., p • ..J •
41 Iris Cully, "Focus on the Future", Catechist,
January, 1974, pp. 9-10.


















In a sense "philosophy" may be defined as any set of
beliefs regarding any reality. The investigator's philosophy
of adult religious education for the mentally retarded, and
specifically, for the group of men in the study with whom she
worked, is summed up very simply: These men have lived a
"good news"--a Gospel--for most of their lives and can be
drawn to a deeper consciou'sness, celebration, and awareness of
their fellowship and service to one another if given frequent,
planned opportunities for reflection on the ,Gospel. The study
was made to test the hypothesis that adult retarded men could
be helped to live Gospel values more consciously through intense
preparation and follow-up of each Sunday's':Gospel reading.
Population
The adults selected for this study all lived together
in a cottage within a larger residential community. They shared
the same daily labor of farming tasks and have had a median
length of residency of twenty years at the residential facility.
Their chronological age range was from nineteen to seventy-six












The group of twenty-eight men residing in one cottage was pre-
,tested and d~vided into experimental and comparison groups
randomly according to the even and odd numbers of an alphabe-
tical list of surnames. After fifteen sessions with the
experimental group of fourteen men, all were post-tested. The
comparison group was not prepared through planned sessions for
the Sunday Gospel but all the men heard the Gospel read and
preached together at Sunday Liturgy.
The education 1 needs of these men (both experimental
and comparison groups) are shared with most of the adults who
call themselves Christian and strive to understand everyday
experiences in the light of the Gospel challenge of Jesus.
Besides personal needs for. affirmation and support within
the Christian community, -adults require others who share a
Christian vision and faith which 'enables them to handle the con-
fliet, fear,~ldneliness and misunderstanding which is a part of
daily living and still continue to "grow-up" as Christians.
This growing-up Christian is never, consequently, a place or
time enterprise (school or childhood). It is on-going and
everywhere, wherever people strive to grow in becoming more
human, till they become the full human persons which Saint
Irenaeus asserts is "the glory of God". Anticipated outcomes
of the Gospel study were formulated with reference to post-
session understandings, attitudes and skills. The investigator
conducted the study with specific behavioral objectives all of
which aimed to develop within this group of men forgiving. ser-
ving, loving attitudes and skills.
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Design
The fifteen sessions with the experimental group
followed the sequence of Gospel readings selected by the Church
for the post-Easter, pre-Pentecost season of the Church year,
a period in the Church year when all Christians are 'called to
a deeper consciousness and commitment to Jesus, and the power,
life and spirit He offers us to enable us to live Gospel values.
The lessons were approximately 'thirty minutes in length three
times a week for five weeks. Two lessons were designed to
prepare for the Sunday Gospel; one'to recap and strengthen the
Gospel message.
Besides the Gospel message, the principal content was
taken directly from the lives of the men involved: their work,
responsibilities, recreation and relationships. Their daily
experiences, from 'the early morning celebration of Eucharist
through their scattered tasks throughout the institutional farm
,
and gardens, and home'to their evening rest and recr~ation in
the house they shared, provided more than enough material to
"reflect upon in the light of the Gospel."
As adults with many years of· life experiences, they
brought a simple, child-like faith in Jesus and practice in
Christian living to the study. The Bible readings, the Person
of Jesus, united them as adults called to be more active be-
lievers, engaged in growing to understand a ministry of service
to one another.
Each half-hour session was designed to examine the life
experiences of the men in the light of the Gospel teachings of
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Jesus and to extend the Gospel Word beyond the reading at
Eucharist into a lived ministry. For thi's reason each lesson's
objective was expressed in terms of observable behavior: to
express forgiveness, to offer to share, to help someone out,
to stay with someone who is troubled, etc., and the evaluation
at the lesson's conclusion "tested" whether the men'could per-
form the behaviors.
The methods used to link the Gospel message and the
life experiences of the men varied. Music, especially)familiar
hymns used for liturgy, filmstrips of people in need and in
helping situations, pictures depicting people ministering to
one another, (as in the Corporal Works of Mercy) all helped to
bring discussion'to life. Each man was drawn to~ response
during- the course of each-lesson but. recognition was made of
both speech impairments and limited verbal ability. As was
pointed out earlier, the time designated for the sessions was
the only half-hour free for the men, the half hour immediately
following the noon meal. Efforts were made to create an informal
discussion atmosphere but, despite the efforts a "schooly"
atmosphere was felt. Since a lived ministry was the primary
objective, the investigator attempted in casual encounters out-
side the lesson- time to reinforce the men in the experimental
group and make them conscious of their individual importance and
contribution to the larger residential community.
In contrast to the tri-weekly meetings to discover what
meaning the Gospel can have in our lives with the experimental
group, the-comparison group had no planned preparation for










Sunday and the homily (which on these five Sundays was taken
almost entirely from the Gospel) were the only instruction the
compar 30n group received. However it would be naive to assume
that tle comparison group was a "controlled" group since the
thrust of the experimental group was toward ministry and sharing
the "good news" there must have been some carry-over of ideas
and questions from the session to the house the groups shared
together.
Foll'owing the fifteen sessions with the experimental
group, both groups were tested on the. same questions contained
in the pre-test and the same personal interview format was followed.
It was hoped that the responses of the experimental group would
be significantly more varied and concrete than in the pre-test.
It was further hoped that-the men would, as a consequence of
this study, know many different ways to extend the forgiving,
offering and communion of the Mass and that they would express
a certain conviction that Jesus speaks directly to them in the
Gospel and calls them to a ministry of service and fellowship.
Summary
This chapter describes the purpose, population and man-
ner of carrying out'the study. The men selected for the Gospel 1
Initiation study brought a unique faith and life experience to
the sessions and were able to show behaviorally that they under-
stood the content of the different lessons. The post-test was
designed to measure the sessions' effectiveness in stimulating




The results of this study are defined in terms of
Gospel application. It was suggested that with intense fo-
cusing on the Gospel message for a given Suriday, mentally
retarded men can be led to a deeper awaren~ss of the challenge
Jesus makes of them to be forgiving (Preparation of Mass),
offering (Offertory), and loving persons (Eucharist).
The pre-test interview with each man indicated a strong
sense of relationship with Jesus but did not evidence a similar
relationship on. the human community level. A personal "Jesus
and In stance was manifest with prayer and obedience as primary
characteristics of the Christian. The aim of the fifteen ses-
sions was to expand the focus of the participants "beyond"
Jesus to the community, and specifically, to an applied Gospel
ministry of forgiveness, service and ministry. The post-test
was designed to measure the effectiveness of the Gospel Initia-
tion sessions in stimulating practical application of the
Gospel message by the experimental group.
Within the post-test questions were those which the
investigator designated six key interpretive questions:
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(1) A Christian is a person who follows Jesus Christ.
What does Jesus ask you to do?
.(2) What can you do when:there is trouble or hurt feelings?
(3) What does Jesus ask you,to do when you leave Mass?
(4) What can you offer with the bread and wine?
(5) Why do'es Jesus come to you in Holy Communion?
(6) What does Jesus want to do for you when you leave Mass?
These six questions (from the total of eighteen) were
selected because of their focus within community and the implied
challenge to "live out" the preparation, offering and communion
of the Mass. It was judged that the post-test responses to
these questions would best -indicate if ~ttitudinal changes had
occured as a result of the fifteen sessions and if movement
from the "Jesus and Iff posture to a broader community ministry
consciousness had taken place.
Evaluation of the-pre- and post-test responses was pro-
vided through a measurement scale designed by the researcher. ·
Four levels of responses were charted. As was indicated earlier
what emerged in the pre-test was a sense of personal relation-
ship with Jesus, often expressed in the words of the catechism:
"He wants me to know Him, love Him and serve Him in this world,"
often legalistic and reflective of a vertical spirituality. The
investigator labeled this general pre-session response as a
level 2 answer with levels 0 and 1 providing for no response at
all, and irrelevant responses. From level 2 responses the
investigator hoped to lead the participants to a level 3 answer
which would indicate a movement toward fellowship and community.
The level 4 answer would manifest a definite application of.the
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Gospel to the life situation, and an awareness of Gospel
ministry.
The difficulty in evaluating the responses was due t~
the fact that the verbal facility of the men was so varied.
Some could as facilely "parrot" responses directly from the
Gospel Initiation sessions as they had the catechism answers
in the pre-test. Others, because of speech impairment or
language limitations responded in monosyllables. The investi-
gator ~ttempted to employ "other languages~ in~the behavioral
objectives of the individual sessions but the pre- and post-
tests were limited to verbal responses.
Since the post-test was meant to evaluate the effective-
ness of the Gospel Initiation lessons with the experimental
group the responses of those men are examined in detail. An
examination of the six selected questions and interpretation
of the responses of the experimental group follows:
The participants in the experimental group in their
pre-test reflected a felt relationship with Jesus and the need
for obedience, work and prayer "for Jesus. 1f In answer to
Question 1, "What does Jesus ask you to do?", the men generally
responded that Jesus wanted them to pray, to be good, to obey,
to work hard. Only two said Jesus asked him "to love" or "to
know, love, and serve Him in this world." In the post-test,
on the other hand, all the men, with the exception of six,
expressed a sense of relationship beyond Jesus to the community.
Their responses were specific in terms of actions such as
helping, forgiving, listening, etc., but not applied to specific
people or situations. Two men gave re~ponses which ~plied the
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Gospel lessons to life:
(1) "Jesus asks me to go and be kind. To feed His }ambs
and be good to everybody."
and (2) "Listen. He expects me to listen, in other words,
we're supposed to go and live it, your religion •
. We're apostles."
Question 2 asked, "VVhat can you do if there is trouble
or hurt feelings?". Because the question ~bviously focused on
the other and community. living the responses were more generally
relational. But as before in question 1, the pre-tests suggested
that to pray to Jesus, tell .Sister, or avoid the trouble was the
best solution.
In the post-test all but five of the men responded with
concrete ways they could "Keep from getting crabby", "talk it
over with the boys", or "ask if I can do anything to help them
out". The only applied Gospel-to-life response came from a man
who responded, "Try to avoid trouble" in the pre-test, and ttl
can keep from getting crabby with Brother. Just like last night
I got so mad I threw the keys on the floor." in the post-test.
Generally the men had some difficulty with the concept
that they could be supportive of one another. This may be due
to the institutional formation theytve received wherein there
are always adult authority' figures present who comfort and re-
concile differences or 'hurt feelings.
In an effort to extend the Gospel message from the
Eucharistic Liturgy throughout the day, Question 3 asked,
"What does Jesus ask you to do when you leave lv1ass?". The
general .response in the pre-test was one of repetition of ~he
words from the last blessing, "Go in peace" and "Go in' peace and
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God bless you, that's what Father says at the end of Iv1ass."
Only four' men gave level ·3 responses in the post-test and they
too only "hinted" at the notion that they might be able to live-
out the Mass: "Go' spread the Word to the world" and "Serve Him
and be good to one another" were sample level 3 responses.
In the pre-test only two men responded to Question 4,
"vVhat can you offer with the bread and wine?" on level 3.
Later, in the post-test five men expressed level 3 responses
indicating that they could, "offer our work," "our sacrifices,
prayer and thanksgiving," and "o·urselves." It was evident that
the concept of living in service to one another was really
difficult for them to understand or not- easily expressed.
Question 5 was meant to draw out a felt experience of
being loved and to emphasize Jesus' desire that "we love as He
has loved us." With the exception of only one man the experi-
mental group participants all expressed level two responses in
the post-test. This was the case in the pre-test as well,
however in the pre-test six men had made either no response or
an irrelevant one. The general. response to Question 5, "lNhy
does Jesus come to you in Holy Communion?" was the simple, but
profound, "He loves me. 1I
The pre-test responses to Question 6, "What does Jesus
want to do for you when you leave Mass?" showed lack of under-
standing on the part of six of the men who gave no response or
irrelevant ones. Those who gave level 2 responses said that
Jesus would stay with them, help them, make them better, but
these same men in the post-test, indicated that Jesus would
"stay with me the rest .of the d·ay, n u\lIJants us to be good," and
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"Jesus wants us to be good to everybody, help everybody along';,
indicating a somewhat extended movement toward ministry. The
only level 4 response in the post-test referred to the Gospel
of the Good Shepherd, "Jesus wants us to go and feed His lambs
and feed His sheep--in other words, be good to everybody."
Al though the application of .the Gospel to ,life is ex-
pressed verbally by only a few men from the exper_~ental group
of fourteen, there is definite evidence of attitudinal change
and movement from level 2 responses to level 3. Figure I shows
the pre-test and post-test evaluation of responses of both the
experimenta~ and comparison groups. Whereas the comparison
group began at the same point, that is for the most part on the
level 2 response, and reflected little change over the five week
interval, the exper~mental group did manifest growth. It can
at least be suggested that over a longer period of time and
with some degree of reinf6rcement~ from the Sunday pulpit, all
the men involved could have been led to a deeper realization
of their ability to respond to the Gospel message of Jesus.
Although the groups (experimental and comparison) were
judged comparable. in intellectual ability and life experiences
wtlich 'vi/ould call theIn to "follow Jesus", the consciousness
level of the experimental group was raised through the Gospel
InitiatJon sessions whereas the members of the comparison group
changed their responses in only a few cases. In response to
Question 1, one man expressed a level 2 response in the pre-test,
'f\~Vell, for one thing He wants us to love. We are soldiers of
Crlris "t. 'J tr~y to go away from the bad, try 'to be good." and a




example to other people, act as Christians." The only otr~er
significant change in response was made by a man with a severe
speech impediment who was more relaxed and intelligible in the
post-test.
Summar"!
In summary, the resul ts of ,this study indicate there is
some measurable evidence that the Gospel Initiation sessions
effected a change in the experimental group. Their awareness
of their ability to respond to the .Gospel challenge 'be
forgiving, serving, loving people was heightened. Evidence of
movement from a "Jesus and I" vertical sr)irituality to a sense
of community-responsibility to one another as Christians is
manifest to some degree •. The minimal gains realized in this
study suggest that extended programs of Gospel Initiation for




This study was made to test the hypothesis that men-
tally retarded adults could be led through a study of the
Gospel message to a sense of fellowship and service o The
effectiveness of the Gospel Initiation sessions was judged
from the responses of the experimental group in pre-~and
post-test as compared with the comparison group who were in-
structed solely through the Sunday homily.
Population
Twenty-eight men ranging in age from seventy-six to
-'nineteen with a median mental age of eight years, nine .months
and residency of twenty years were selected for thi.s study
because they shared the same Eucharistic celebration, house-
hold, dining room, and institutional tasks •.The essential
elements of Christian living had been shared by them for many
years. The st~dy aimed to deepen their consciousness of Gos-
pel ministry to one another.
Resul·ts
Pre-test responses indicated a strong felt relationship




expressed in catechism-learned responses of pr~yer, obedience
to the commandments and "being good ft • The fifteen sessions
with the experimental group were intended to raise the general
starting point of level 2 responses to a level 3 response which
would give evidence of a community-responsibility consciousness.
It was hoped that level 4 responses indicating the ability to
apply the Gospel message in daily life situations would be
possible for some men at the conclusion of the five week study.
All the men were pre- and post-tested individually.
Rapport was obviously a factor after the fiftee0 sessions with
the experimental group and their responses indicated some
measurable difference in attitudeo The comparison group, on
the other hand, indicated the necessity of more than unprepared
exposure to the Sunday Gospel and homily if they are to grow
in a community-responsibility sense. Their responses in the
pre- and post-tests changed only in a few cases and manifested
the vertical, "Jesus and IU, legalis"tic stance. Gains were
general in the responses of the experimental group despite defi-
nite problems in articulating feelings.
Implications
The religious education of the men selected for this
study was atypical in that it was within the Catholic institu-
tional setting and over a long period of time. (As was said
earlier, the median length of residency was twenty years.)
The example of Christian living after which they modeled their
lives was one of hard work, devotion and dedication. Unques-
tionabl"'/ t1'1e lives of these men had beerl uniquely-ttformed".
The investigator hoped to extend cor\Dciousne~s the
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experimental group through the intense focus on the Gas ,.L
preparation. Some rr:easurable evidence implies that this type
of adult religious education wherein the Gospel is discussed
and applied to the life experience can be programmed for adult
r~tarded persons q The attitude of the men involved was one of
positive appreciation and affirmation of one another~ If the
duration of the study, or of future studies, could be of
greater length, appreciable change in attitudes might justi-
fiably be realized. The men involved expressed hope that the
sessions could continue "next year". This would seem to 'indi-
cate that the experience was stimulating to them, and in the
opinion of the investigator,·this would be reason enough for
further study.
Since the study was con~ucted to test the feasibility
0·£ adult religious education for mentally re~tctrd1e'Cii persons
according to the definitio0 of bishops in To Teach As Jesus Did,
the frarnework of "message, fellovJship, and service" was utilized.
This was reasonable within the institutional setting where the
selected population all participated in the same Sunday Eucha-
rist. However, if the study was to be 4sed as a model for
groups of mentally retarded adults in sheltered home settings,
some adaptation would be necessary. Not all would be Catholics,
nor would all have shared the same religious formation or in-
struction before coming to the group home.
The fact that religious education must be extended
beyond $chool years is affirmed by most current literature.
That it migh be a source of support, strength and timulation
to adult retarded persons is suggested by this study.
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Suggestions For Further Research
The findings of this study give evidence that the men
who participated in the Gospel Initiation study were enr hed
in their celebration of the Sunday Eucharist and mqre able to
perceive themselves as listening, forgiving, offering, lo~ing
persons.
Furth~r research projects might profitably extend the
Gospel Initiation over a longer period of time. It might prove
valuable as well if the investigator (this would be possible in
the group home setting) lived with the men involved so that re-
enforcement of the Gospel message might be made naturally
throughout the day, where the listening, forgiving, serving
response is called forth.
Conclusion
This study was meant to involve mentally retarded men
in a process which would deepen their consciousness' of their
special gift to respond to Jesus' Gospel and to one another in
a ministry. This is the primary aim of religious education
and, essentially of all education according to Dr o Leo Buscaglia
in Love: " ••• Education should be the process of helping every-
one to discover his uniqueness, to teach him how to develop
Lhat uniqueness and then to show him how to share it--because
that is the only reason for having anything.«l
lLeo Buscaglia, Love (Thorofare, N
Slack, Inc., 1972), p. 9:---
~ rsey: Charles B.
/\PPENDIX A
Pre-test Post-test
1. Your name, , was given you when youw'ere a tiny baby. vVhen you were baptiz(:::d you VJeregiven the special name, CHRISTIAN. A Chris~ian is aperson who follows Jesus Christ.
What does Jesus ask you to do? What example does Hegive you?
2. When-we go to Mass together we talk to Jesuso I~ thefirst part of Mass (when we begin Mass) we say theLORD, HAVE MERCY. We ask Jesus, Our Lord, to forgive us.
For what?
VVhat'can you do better?
What can you do when there is trouble? Hurt feelings?
How do you forgive someone?
3. When we go to Mass we listen to the reading. The readingcomes from a special book. What book?
The reading is called the Gospel. It is good news~What good news does Jesus give us (tell us)? .
What does Jesus ask us~ to do when we leave Mass?
4. VI/hen we go to lv1a s s together we offer gifts to God theFather. What are the gifts we carry to the altar?
What is offering for?
Wha't can we offer with the bread and vJine?
V'!~~a t can we offer after we leave Ivta s s?
50 At Mass we receive Holy Communion. What is Holy Communionto you?
What does Father give you in Holy Communion?
Why does Jesus come to you in Holy Communion?





Objective: Follovving the class as the student participatesin the adapted Liturgy of the Eucharist, he will respondto the priest's prayer before the Gospel with the prayer:"May the word of God be in my mind, on my, lips, andin my heart."
He will then demonstrate his reverence for the Word of ,Godby listening attentively to the reading.
Readiness: Present the Bible with the question: What book isthis? Why is it special? Whose special book is this? Whodoes this book tell us about? Who does wonderful things inthis book?
Motivation: Today we're going to listen to very special wordsfrom this book •• othe Bible •• othe Good News of Jesus. Eachone of you will have a chance to show that you know howspecial this book is.
?~esentation: Since this book is God's holy book and it tellsus how much God loves us, there is a very special prayerwe pray before we read it. Let's say the words of , the prayertogether: May the Word of God be in my mind, on my lipsand in my heart.
What does that mean, word of God be in mind? Is that thesame as something being on-my mind? -Something I'm thinkingabout most of the time? Does it mean that what God says tous in the Bible is pretty important and that we shouldremember it well?
What does the prayer mean, word of God Qrr illY lips? That weshould tell others about God? about Jesus? That we shouldteach others about God's book, the Bible?
What does it mean to say~ ~ord of God in ~ heart? Could itmean that we must love- God"s woar?---Uoes It tell us that wehave to hold God's word--the Bible stories--close to ourhearts? Does it mean we should remember God's word in ourhearts the way we remember the people we love?
Let's say the prayer again ••• This t
on our heads, lips, hearts (show t
i •
let's make a cross
Vlho does the cross make 'loU think of? And
t.-L s tJ5 about Jesus, right? T}1e wordsaoout God. The wo s in the Bi 8 are all
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the ,jrd of God




LetTs listen to one story in the Bible about Jesus. Let'ssay our prayer first. Can we mark our heads;) lips andhearts with the cross?
Read slowly the story or Jesus and the Disciples (John 21: 1-19)
Evaluation: Is the word of God in your mind? Tell me one thingJesus said~
Is the word of God in your 11eart? Tell me hO\iv Jesus fel t.Is the word of God on your lips? Tell me what you thinkthe disciples said to Jesus.
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Session 2
Objective: Following the first attentive listening to the Gospel
reading for Sunday the s~tudent will "reehrase" in his OV-ln
words the setting, people (Jesus and ••• ) involved in the
story and actions of Jesus and res.ponse of people.
Readiness: Link to previous day with pictures -(Bible and priest)
from Sadl i er ••• Sing "Song of Good Nevvs It and ask: "VJha t do-es
the song ask us to do?" (Open our ears, open our hearts)
Motivation: Today we are going to listen with all our attention
to a reading from the Gospel of'St. John. How many of you
can listen and tell me three important things? Before we
listen, let's say our prayer to ask God'to help us: May the
word of God be in my mind, on my lips and in my heart.
Presentation: A reading from the Holy Gospel according to
St. John. Read John 21: 1-19.
Stop after verse 4 and ask, U\\lho are the p~ople in the story
so far? Vmat are they doing? Is Jesus in the story yet?"
Continue to 'verse 14. Ask, "Did Jesus' friends know (recog-
nize) Him at first? What told them for sure that the man
on the shore was Jesus? How did the friends- of Jesus feel?-
How do you know?"
Continue to verse 19. Ask, "/\fter the good breakfast of
fish and bread with Jesus, how did the disciples of Jesus
feel? Do you think Peter was ready for the question Jesus
asked him? How many times did Jesus ask the same question?
Why do you think he asked it again and again?"
"Jesus is asking us the question he asked Peter. He doesn't
ask us to feed real sheep, but He does ask us to follow Him.
How can we follow Jesus?
vVhat can we do to show we" -love Jesus?
How can we show each other our love?"
Evaluation: Contained in the presentationq
Conclude with the prayer, "May the word of God be in my
mind, on my lips and in my heart."
U\Nill you keep Jesus' words to Peter (to us) in your mind?-
How can you speak the 'good news' to others?
How can you open your heart to others?"
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Session 3
Objective: During class session following the celebration of
Mass the student will be expected to listen again to the same
reading and tell in his own words the ~ important idea
the Gospel teaches.
Readiness: How many heard Father Keyes read from the Bible?
Did you listen with your mind? Did you listen with your
heart? Can you tell others what Jesus said in the story?
What he did?
Motivation: Today I want you to listen and maybe sing with a
song about the Word of God~
We will hear your word one in love
We will love·vour word one in love
We will spread your word one ih love
Listening (hearing) the Word of God is really important, right?
Loving what God says to us is special too. But what else
does the song tell us is important?
Presentation: Our task today is to listen ,ell ••• to hold the
word of God in our hearts (to love the word) and to spread
the word of God to everyone we meet. Now as a little test .
,I want you to think of a secret ••• Got it? Your face is telling
me that you~r~·thi~k±ng~of ~bm~thing very special. Your face
is spreading the news' that you're remembering something that
makes you happy. Your face is almost telling the good news
that is inside you. Maybe you will need some words or a penG
cil and paper to let your friend know the secret. And it's
just the same with the Good News in the B_ble. We know what
Jesus is telling us about his love. We know how Jesus helped
everyone he met. But do other people? Do the people who
meet you on the playground, on the farm, in the garden know it?
Does your face show it? Can your lips tell them the good news
of Jesus? Let's ask God to help us: HMay the word of God
be in my mind, on my lips and in my heart."
Listen: (Read John 21: 1-19)
Vvho is the rnost important person in the story? Who does Jesus
t.alk to, ask a very irnportant question? ViJhat is the anSVJer
to Jesus' question? What is he most important thing to
remember in this story?
Jesus asks us the same question: uDo you love me?" Vvhat will
you ans"ver? How loudly can you shout your "Yes tt? 'vVe don't
have any sheep. How can we show we follow Jesus? How can
we follow Him more closely? Every day?
Evaluation: Ask each student to tell in his own words the most
important thing Jesus was telling Peter (us)
Listen to DAY BY DAY and make it the closing prz\;
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Session 4
Objective: To show an understanding of the fact that the Gospelmessage is to be lived out, the student must tell in his ownwords one vvay he is, going to Hspread the word" through hisaction.
Readiness: Sing: "VJe will hear your "'lord one irl love
We will love your word one in love
\fJe will spread your vvord one in love. 11The Gospel is the Word of God ••• God is talking to us. Welisten ••• We hold God's word in our hearts ••• What else do we do?
Moti'vation: HOVJ have you Hfed Jesus" sheep" this week? Can youeach think of ~ way you have told others the good news ofJesus?
Presentation: Our Good News for this Sunday is an old story youknow very well. It is about Jesus the Good Sheoherd. Thispicture might help. (Sadlier: Jesus and Sheep) What doyou see? What is happening in the picture? Is it a quietor a noisey picture? Is it a happy or sad picture? Can youtell the story?
The filmstrip will help. As we watch I want you to help metell the story. VJho is telling the story? (-Jesus)Who is Jesus telling us about? (A good shepherd)What does the good shepherd do? (Watches over, cares)VJ',at do the she'ep do? (Listen, follow)What happens when one sheep gets lost? (Search)What happens when the lost sheep is found? (Celebrate)
Jesus is our shepherd.
us. He cares about us.
We belong to Him. He watches over
What does he ask us to'do?
How can we listen to Jesus? How can we follow Him?
Do we sometimes wander off like the lost sheep? Who comessearching for us? Who celebrates when we come back?
Forgiving is one important way to ~pread the good news.When we "wander off"--don't do our job, are ugly, refuse todo what we know is right ••• Sister Claudiana forgives us •••searches for us ••• helps us. Our friends celebrate when weare on the job again, friends again, with them again.What about you? Can you forgive? How? Help in the search?Go out of your way to make things right? Say, "It's O.K.It?Stand by the one vvho "didn't listen, didn't follow"?
EV31uation: Each must tell one way he will forgive ••• to spreadthe Good News of Jesus the Good Shepherd.
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Session 5
Objective: Given the story of Jesus the Good Shepherd and timeto reflect on "all that \ve already know about Jesu.s II thestudent will dramatize positive and negative responses toJesus' request that we·follow him.
Readiness: "'vVe vvill hear your word one in love" Sing together.Recap session 4 with questions on forgiveness. How do weHspread good news" when we forgive? How do we feel whensomeone forgives us?
~1otivation: How well do we hear Jesus' voice? As well as thesheep hear the shepherd? How well do we follow?
Presentation: The Gospel for Sunday--the Good News of Jesus--is a story you know very well. We will listen together tothe reading and then help each other tell how we can. listenand answer Jesus, our good shepherd o
Let's be·gin with our special Gospel Prayer: "Iv1ay the wordof God be in my mind, on my lips and in my heart."
Read John 10: 27-30.
"h1y sheep listen to my voice. I !<r.ow them and they follow me;and I give them them .eternal life; they will not be lost ineternity, for no one can snatch them out of my hand. TheFather, who has entrusted. them to me, is all power-ful; andno one can snatch anything out of my Father's hand. TheFather and I are one."
About whom i~ Jesus talking? Real sheep?Jesus is talking to us. He wants us to put our name in thestoryo Let's try it •• o"Ed, Anton, Bobbie, listen to n1~/ voice.r know them and they follow me." Jesus promises us LIFE withhim forever.
Remember the story Of0J~SUS at the Wedding part~.o.He wantedthe people to have a good time. He cared about them. Hewanted them to be happy together. .
Remember the story about J~sus· and the birds and flowers?"How much God the Father cares ••• how valuable, we are •••
Now, when we listen to Jesus, when we. hold his word in ourhearts, it makes us happy people.
Jesus wants us to follovv him. He wan-ts us to say "Yes" tohim. How can we do that?
work together well--without arguments •••talk to one another--listen to each othershare our things--take care of others' things
E\'aluation: Sing: "They'll KnovJ ~vVe Are Christi·ans"Act out: walking hand in d/ in anger and silence





Objective: In demonstration of his understanding that Jesus cameto lead us (as a Shepherd leads his sheep) to happiness andthat as Christians (those who follow Jesus) we must do whatwe can to make others happy~ the student will describe ver-bally a time when he needed a friend ••• and a time when he wasfriend to someone who was lonely, troubled, sad or in trouble.
Readiness: Listen to the ,recording of BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATERSV'lhetl"we. are weary (tired), troubled, a.fraid, alone~. "can any-one help us? Make things better?
Is is possible for a friend to be like a bridge?Can a friend nle~'d" you from sadness to happiness?
Motivation: Listen .to just a part of -ti1e record again. How can'you be a bridge for someone? Can you make sadness go away?Can you make loneliness go away? No really ••• but a bridgehelps us cross over.
Presentation: In the everyday life of each of us there is somesuffering, some worry, some trouble, loneliness •••Raise your hand if you have never been sad.Raise your hand if you have never felt lonely.Raise your hand if you have never been in trouble.Isn't it a good thing- (Good News) that we aren't all sad,lonely and in trouble at the same time?
When you're down, your friend is usuallyWhen he's in trouble, things are going
So your up-ness can help his down-ness.And Jesus shows us how to help each other.In the Bible he says, "Follow me and I will give you LIFE"
In the Bible he tells us to comfort the sorrowful.How can we do that?
In the Bible he tells us to help those who are weak.How can we do that?
In the Bible he shows us how to be kind to the sick.How can you follow his example?
In the Bible he is friend to those who have no friends.How can you follow Jesus?
When you know someone is in trouble ••• you ca~'t take thetrouble away ••• what can you do? (tay near,~stand by)VJhen your work gets to be Utoo much H••• no one can do itfor you, but they might be able to help •.How about when someone is very angry with·you ••• does ithelp if someone helps you make peace?
Evalua~ion: The students will each tetl how someone in theoroup helped when he was lonely, troubled, etc ,i d b· ,J... l' , t·l ", ' ~ - ,,)\roun . ro 1n s~y e un 1 everyone ~ S oeen namca
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Session 7
Objective: To demonstrate his understanding of forgiveness as
an important part of our preparation for Eucharist the
student will sk forgiveness of one person in the group
and express forgiveness to another when asked.
Readiness: Use recording of "Love One Another"
To love someone we have to forgive him when he hurts us.
If he is our friend 'vve want thirlgs to be "right " with us.
How do we make things right?
Motivation: Remember what Jesus asked Peter three times?
Instead of "Feed my sheep", Jesus could have said, "Fo:r=ive".
When'he said "Love one another as I have loved you ••• " he
could have said ••• ?
Presentatio~: In the-very first part of Mass, before we listen
to Jesus' good. news in the Bible, vvhat do we do?
Vie s·ay the "Lord, have mercy";, we ask Jesus, our Lord, to
forgive us ••• For what?
But Jesus says we must forgive each other.
Not just with our lips •••
But in our hearts.
·Jesus says to us: "Before you bring your gifts to the al tar,
go to your brother and forgive him from your heart.o.
make peace vvi th him and then come and make your offering. If
Wnen we're angry with someone ••• what can we say?
(I'm sorry I was angry with you. Will you forgive me?)
When someone refuses to help us, •• what can we say?
(1 will help you when you ne~d me. I forgive you.)
Can you give other examples of t~mes when things are not
rig with us? How can we -give forgiveness?
Suppose the same person causes us trouble again? Talks
ugly'to uSo •• talks about us ••• is unkind to us?
Jesus told Peter he must forgive again and again. When
Peter asked, "Lord, how rnarlY times must I forgive my brother'
'1lhen he wrongs me (Matt 18: 21)", Jesus said, "Seventy times
seven" ••• vv'flich means c::r'/tirne.
Evaluation: Take all,the time necessary to participate in an




Objective: To demonstrate his understanding of the offering of
gifts during the celebration of Mass, the student will tell
how he will offer to help someone during the day.
Readiness: Remember how Jesus told his friends (disciples,
followers) that they must forgive each other from their hearts
before they could bring their gifts to the altar? Today weftre
going to ta 1 k a bout "9 i fts Hand \vha t vve ca n give to one another.
r~otivation: Sing "Special Gifts~J
You, You, You, There's no one like you, you, you
You can be a gift today, you can give yourself (:;:'.va~l
Each one of you has some special gift, some special work
only he can do best. You can't easil wrap up these "person
gifts". VI/hat are trley?
Presentation: Show pictures of people together at celebration
of Mass. Where are these people? Wnat are they doing?
Mass is our celebrationo •• gathering together to pray, listen
to God's "Good NevJs" from the Bible, sing and thank God together.
Show picture of the offering of the gifts. What ere these
peopl e doing? V'l';.'1y do they ta ke the 9 i -f-~s to ," e a1tar?
We can bring gifts to thank God. We can bring gifts to
ask God's blessing. .We can bring the gifts to tell God we
are happy. We are happy to be his special people.
What can we offer with the bread (hosts) and wine?
Our love? For God? For Jesus? For ?
What S 2cial work can we offer? The helping on the farm?
The working in the garden? How about forgiving? (Is that
a special gift?) How about listening? Being good to one
another?
Jesus tells us in Sunday's Good News tha't he VJants us to love
one another the~ way he loves us. He tells us to let our
love show o He says we don't need to keep our gifts ••• our
love.::a-secret. We can let it show all day.
Let's listen to the reading for Sunday (John 13: 31-35).
Nlore than anything else, Jesus wants ,us to remember, "By
this shall all men know that you are my disciples, if you
love one another, if you keep on showing your love among
yours el.ves. II
So we offer gifts of bread and wine at Mass, BUT we offer even
more. We offer the gifts each one of us has. We give our
help to one another, we offer to share, to listen, to forgive.
Evaluation':
someone
Have each student tel~ one






Objective: Following the discussion of Sunday's Gospel (John 13:31-35), "By tr.is vvill all men krlOW that you are rny disciples •••love one anothe~ as I have loved you H , each student willdescribe how the work he does each day makes the world abetter place.
Readiness: Filmstrip of people working in al.l different situa-tions, mother in- kitchen, builder in road construction,office girls, mail~3n, doctor ••• Ask for a ~ word titlefor film.
Motivation: Could we do without the work in the pictures we saw?'..Vr4Y do you think the worl( is good? ~Jhat would happen if peo-ple did not vvork, did not rlelp eac. other? (rvVof'lder together •• ),
Presentation: In Sunday's Gospel, Jesus tells us good news andsome bad news too ••• " ••• only a lit.tle vJhile longer am Iwith you. You will miss me and, as I told the Jews, so Itell you at present; where I am going you cannot come ••• "Jesus' friends (disciples) were sad that He was leaving them.They were afraid that they couldn't get along without him.So He gave them the qood~: HLove one another; as I loveyou, so I want you, too, to love one another. By this tokenall the world must know that you are my disciples--bycherishing love· for one another."
Jesus tells us that we must let our love show.Jesus wants us to let everybody know the good news thatHe loves us all. .
Can you say U I love you" with the vJork you do?(Take time ••• for each one to tell)
Replay the filmstrip but stop for each frame and ask:What do you see? Who is the worker?
What is the worker doino?
Does the work this man does help you
How is God helping this person do his work?How does the work you do help make the world better?
Evaluation: ~.1ake a list of all the \vorke:r."'s 'present. Praytogether a litany of thanks for all those who make ourworld better (our St. Coletta world).
For Bobby who takes care of the flowers .••
We thank you, God.For Anton who cleans the stairs and tunnel •••For Billy who works so hard in the barn •••
Sing: "rAKE OUR GII~'TS, P~Llv'iIGHTY F!'\THEP~
or
TAKE OGR BREAj j WE ASK YOU
TP.KE OlJR t1EARTS, 'lifE LO'JE YO·U
TAKE OUR LIVES, 0 FATHER, WE ARE YOL~S) WE ;~E YOURS.
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Session 10
Objective: As evidence that he understands that the gifts of
bread and wine are changed into Jesus during the Mass the
student will compose his own prayer of faith and thanksgiving.
Readiness: Sing, "Lord, accept the gifts we offer at this
Eucharist feast, Bread and wine to be transformed now,
\t{i th the a ctian of your pires t n
i\1otivatir\~J.: VVhen we offer (bring) our gifts, to the altar '.lve ask
God to accept (take) our gifts. ~~at are the gifts we bring?
(br~ad, wine, our work, our forgiveness, our sharing, our
listening, etc •••• ) Wno can tell us what'happens to the
gifts we brirlg?
Presentation: In the song we sing so often at Mass we ask God
our Father to take our "gifts. We ask that our gifts be
transformed ••• what does that mean?
To form means to makeo •• God makes our gifts of bread and
wine become Jesus. The bread and wine become Jesus' Body
and Blood. The bread and wine don t look different. But
we believe they are transformed by God'~ power through
Father Keyes' words and'action. ·
Could we sing our song 'again and this t:.irne ':chink of vJhat
we're really saying.· vVe as}.c, God~ to take our gifts of bread
and wine and transform them .•• but we ask Him too, to "trans-
fOI'm" our lives. Vlhat does that mean?
vVhat do:";"ve offer Vvi th the bread and wine? vVhat do we offer
after we leave Mass? Is there need for some change in how
you share? how you help others out? how you listen, forgive?
God's power transforms the bread and wine into the Body
and Blood of Jesus. God's power can help us live like
Jesus shows us in the Gospel.
God's power will transform our lives, help us to live the
commandments of "Love God and love your neighbor".
We ask God to transform our gifts. We can ask Him in the
song we sing at the offering time of Mass.
We can ask Him all day long ••• How can we do that?
What words do we need?
We want to tell God we believe in His power to change our
giftso.. How can we·do that?
We want to thank God for changing our gifts ••• How can we?
(Give each student a chance to resDond •••
Take enough time ••• Faith and Th~nksgivin9 response)
Evaluation: Present in presentation i~~elf.
Sing: TAKE OUR BREAD, WE ASK YOU
T.A.KE OUR HEf\RTS, V'lE LO\/E YOt;
TAKE OUFt LIVES, 0 FP.THER, ':.:~E YOlJRS, ~~'/E i\RE YOlJl1S.
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Session 11
Objective: Through discussion of Sunday's Gospel (John 14: 23-31)
the student will state, in his own words, the two condi ons
vvhich rna ke i t pas s ibl e f or God to H rna ke .is dv:ell ing among us."
Readiness: ~lng: We will hear your word one in love
We will love your word one in love
We will spread your word one in lova
What do we say (shout l proclaim, sing) in the song?
That God's word is in our minds? on our lips? in our hearts?
Motivation: \A/hat about doinq (;od' s \'Vord? How can vile DO God's
word? Let. t s listen to Sund-ay's "Good News" and s.eeif Jesus
tells us •••
Presentation: Read John 14: 23-31
Who is talking? (Jesus) To whom? (disciples, us)
Tell me one thing ••• the first thing Jesus said.
(If anyone love me, he will keep my word~;
What does Jesus mean? (Keep means to obey)
Is it enough just to listen, hold Jesus' word?
What else ••• what must we do with Jes~st word?
How do vve spread Jesus' vvord ••• his love?
Let Him love us?
Let Him transform (change) our lives?
Let Him teach us how ~o love each other?
If we love and keep Jesus' word •. w w~at promise does
Jesus make? ("Vife will come to hirn and rnake our abode
'lvi th him. u)
VJhat does it mean that Jesus' abode will be with' us?
What does it mean that Jesus:will make his home in us?
If Jesus makes his home in us, dwells in us, what kind of
people must we be?
Will we have to do some things better?
Listen when someone has trouble like Jesus did?
Listen with Jesus' ears?
Forgive when someone causes us hurt, trouble?
Say we're sorry (ask forgiveness)?
Help someone who needs he 0
Share with someone who neeas a friend?
Keep our moth shut when we are angry?
Think of two things you can do to invite Jesus to live
in you, make his home in you.
Is there
S orne one?
SOfne u (:2 ning ff -to be done?
Set ~nln9s right with someone?
Iv1ake peace with
Evaluation: Listen to WHAT MAKES LOVE GROW
What makes Jesus' Life grew In us?




Objective: Through the continued discussion of Sunday's Gospel
(John 14: 23-31), th0 student will state in his own words
what Jesus promises to give us (the Spirit) and what will
happen in our lives because of this Gift.
Readiness: Think of a promise someone has made to you, maybe
when you were little your parents promised you a bike, or
when you were in school Sister promised that she would take
you to the l\1ilwaukee Zoo, or when you. grew up ••• like right
now, S-ister Sh ila promises you that you can live in the new
building. How does a promise make you feel? Each time you
remember?
Motiv~t~on: Do you rerrlember the pron1ise Jesus made to his dis-
ci~l s (us-)? "If you love me and keep my word, the Father
and I will make our home in you ••• " In the Gospel (Good News)
for Sunday Jesus makes another promise. Let's listen.
Presentation: Read John 14: 23-27
Jesus only lived a short time on earth. Who knows how long
Jesus lived?
Jesus wants us to continue his work ••• and who does he
promise will help us? (Holy Spirit)
VVhat does Jesus say the Holy Spirit will do for us?
(He will teach· you all things and bring· to your mind what-
ever I have said to you.)
The Holy Spirit will show us how to do loving things ••• how
to do kind things ••• how to love 'one another.
The Holy Spirit will breathe in us ••• help us remember that
Jesus'loves us and lives in us.
The Holy Spirit will help us be strong Christians.
The Holy Spirit will confirm us •• ~help us to stand firm.
The Holy Spirit 'will set our hearts on fire ••• REALLY?
excite us, move us forward, inflame us.
How will our lives be? Different?
How did the lives of the first disciples change?
How did the Spirit of Love transform (change) their lives?
How does the Spirit of Love change your life? less crabby,
less lazy, less rowdy? more helpful, more sharing, more
gentle?
Finally Jesus gives us his Peace. (Read John 14: 27-29)
No trouble in our hearts ••• ~o troub_8 in our families •••
"Do not let your hearts be t:.C'oubled ••• "
Jesus promises us the Spirit cf Love, irit of Pe~ce.
Can we share Jesus' peace with each other?
Evaluetion: Ask each to tell on '/a~; (besides words) he can






Objective: Given situations describing Community and our need
for caring~ sharing, helping, etc., the student will choose
(from several presented in pictures) the one way he can
live out the communion of the Mass.
Readiness: Sing: WE ArtE ONE IN THE SPIKIT
WE ARE ONE IN THE LORD
Jesus' spirit of love makes us one family ••• one community.
Motivation: How many things do we share in our Christian fam~ly?
Same Father God ••• Same Baptism••• Same Eucharist
Presentation: More than anything else Jesus wanted us to be
~ family. Jesus prayed to His Father to make us one •••
bring us together in one community. And he told us to
share His Body and Blood--Holy Co~munion and remember Him.
-- Jesus promises to live in us ••. give us life.~.heip us grow•••
help us know how we can love each other.
Let's listen: (Read John 17: 20-26)
How can we be one familY •• oa community?
Use posters depicting- people shari-ng Eucharist
sharing family meal
sharing grief





Can you put yourself in the 'picture?
How can we live Mass in the morning and carry ~esus
through the whole day?
How can we show the whole world (everyone at St. Coletta"s)\
that we are one in the Spirit? One in the Lord?
How can we show the whole world Jesus?
Evaluation: From many different "need" pictures ••• Choose one.
Take all the time to have each one choose a picture and
describe how he can bring Jesus into the picture ••• how he
can fill the picture with the Spirit of Love.
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Session 14
Objective: During the class discussion of the Sunday Gospel
(John 17: 20-26), the student will demonstrate his under-
standing of Community by telling of at least one person he
has helped and one other he knows he can help," one action
that can make us a stronger community.
Readiness: Sing: We are one in the Spirit ••• and we pray that
all unity may one day be restored... The song says that
we work togethe~, walk side by side•. ~TIat else?
Motivation: We know that Jesus shows us in the Gospel how we
can care for one "another ••• but in this Sunday's Gospel
Jesus does something else. Listen and see if you can tell
me what Jesus" did.
Presentation: Read the Gospel for Sunday. (Say ~ne mind, lips,
heart, prayer) John 17: 20.
To whom is Jesus talking? Hard to tell, isn't it? Let's
go back to the beginning of this chapter and see if we can
tell. (Read John 17: 1) Now do you know?
Jesus is asking his Father--our Father, God--for something
very special. What is it? (Read John 17: 21-23)
Can you tell us in your own words ••• say what Jesus said.
Jesus wants us.to be one ••• a unity ••• a community •••
Community means one family ••• living in one house can make you
one family; eating in the same dining room can make you one
family; sharing the same work can make you close friends.
What else can you think of?
(Try to get at ••• One Father, One Baptism, One Eucharist)
Read John 17: 24-26)
Jesus asks his Father to make us one ••• a community •••
What else does Jesus ask? (That the whole world will recog-
nize His community.)
Now to recognize? What does that mean?
When I walk across the blacktop and see you ••• do I have to
ask your name? Not any more ••• why not? Because I know you
very well. I recognize you at a glance.
How can you know if you're looking at a Jesus person?
A Christian person?
What does he wear that's easy to recognize? Nothing •••
Vmat does he say that's easy to recognize? Something?
Vmat does 0e DO that/tells you for ~?
AND TH;:'!' LL KNOVJ 'vVE P.RE Ci-Lq 1ST SBY OUR LOVE •• 4;
Hovv ca n you rna ke sure peopl e rec ogniz e )fOU a s a Jesus person?
Think of one (community means one) person you've helped •••
Think· of ~ person' can help today •••




Objective: Through disc 'ssion of John 17: 25-26 the student
will re-phrase Jesus' prayer and especially his understanding
(These men understand and know that You ~3ve sent me) of the
love Jesus gives him, how he can help the world to recognize
Jesus.
Readiness: WE WILL HEAR YOUF_ WORD ONE IN LOVE
VvE V'lILL LOVE YOUR i.'~!ORD ONE IN LOVE
T/JE \NILL SPl~~ ....~IJ YOUft \NORD ONE IN LOVE
In Sunday's Gospel Jesus tells us that the world does not
recognize Him ••• that everyone has not heard the GOOD NEWS.
Motivation: How can you spread the Good News of Jesus? How can
you help the whole world know and recoqnize Jesus?
Prese~tation: Jesus prays to His Father in Sunday's Gospel.
Let's listen and try to pray what Jesus prayed, in our own
vvords.
We have to pray with Jesus ••• and we have to do what Jesus
did. We have to follow Jesus' example. What did Jesus do
for everyone who came to him? (listened) How can you
imitate Jesus? .
How did Jesus act ••• what did he do ~'\lherl someone was in trouble?
(He asked if he could help.) what can you do to help someone
in trouble?
What did Jesus do when he met sad, unhappy people? (stayed
near) What can you do when someone is sad, unhappy in your
r-10US e?
Jesus asks 0s to love one another as He loves us.
Can you show someone you lov him ••• help him re~ognize Jesus?
What can you do better? Be good news to someone?
Jesus wants to live in us· ••• make his home with us ••. How will
others know that Jesus is living in you? What signs will
they see? How do you show you're a Christian? a Jesus person?
When we begin Mass each morning we say the Lord, Have Mercy.
But we also have to ask forgiveness of each other. How?
What do we do when someone asks us for forgiveness?
When we listen to~~he Gospel ••• Jesus' Good News, who do we
hear Jesus talking to? What does that mean?
When we offer our gifts, what do we offer with the Bread and
Wine? vThat do we offer after we leave the Mass? Is this a
good way to show the world how much Jesus loves?
What about Holy Communion? Jesus comes to us, to live in us,
to give us life. He promises to be with us all days. Why?
What ~ind of life does Jesus give us?
How can we help the world to recognize Jesus? How can we
live Jesus' Good News?
Evaluation: Within the presenta .on.
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